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ABSTRACT
Traditionally, production control on construction sites has been a challenging area,
where the ad-hoc production control methods foster uncertainty - one of the biggest
enemies of efficiency and smooth production flow. Lean construction methods such
as the Last Planner System have partially tackled this problem by addressing the flow
aspect through means such as constraints analysis and commitment planning.
However, such systems have relatively long planning cycles to respond to the
dynamic production requirements of construction, where almost daily if not hourly
control is needed. New solutions have been designed by researchers to improve this
aspect such as VisiLean, but again these types of software systems require the
proximity and availability of computer devices to workers. Given this observation,
there is a need for a communication system between the field and site office that is
highly interoperable and provides real-time task status information. A High-level
communication framework (using VisiLean) is presented in this paper, which aims to
overcome the problems of system integration and improve the flow of information
within the production system. The framework provides, among other things, generic
and standardized interfaces to simplify the “push” and “pull” of the right (production)
information, whenever needed, wherever needed, by whoever needs it. Overall, it is
anticipated that the reliability of the production control will be improved.
KEY WORDS
Lean Construction, BIM, Information, Communication Systems
INTRODUCTION
Koskela (2000) has discussed the importance of TFV (Transformation, Flow and
Value) in construction, where it is argued that the flow aspect in traditional
production management has generally been neglected and this also applied to the flow
of information. The flow of information is one that affects all other resource flows
significantly, and hence quite important to manage from lean production management
perspective (Dave et al, 2010; Sacks et al, 2010).
In the Last Planner® (Ballard, 2000) process of production planning, the site team
needs accurate resource information about the construction tasks in order to
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effectively conduct Look-ahead and weekly planning activities. However, this
information often lies in disparate systems, which are not always available to the site
team or even interoperable to one another (Soibelman and Kim, 2002). This affects
the reliability of the planning process and, in turn, the efficiency of the overall
production management system. Ballard (2000) emphasises the importance of pull
based information systems that release the information based on system status and
can be automated, as essential requirement for lean construction delivery systems.
Traditionally, this problem of disintegration has been addressed by explicit, oneto-one connections between stakeholder’s information systems, with the recent trends
of implementing Enterprise wide resource planning systems (ERP) as an answer to
integration (Rezgui et al, 1996; Froese, 2009; Caldas and Soibelman, 2002). The
traditional approach of integrating individual applications requires significant
development work for each connection, and due to the time and costs associated they
are seldom created. Also, major ERP system implementations have not been able to
address the problem of information integration and, in most cases, do not extend to
site based processes (Tatari et al., 2007). Most projects have to work with manual
processes and traditional methods of communication such as phone calls, faxes and
emails to obtain such information (Zhai et al, 2009). Even though this problem has
been discussed extensively over the last two decades, the issue still somewhat
remains unsolved as the information systems are still disintegrated.
The location based scheduling (and the Line of Balance) method helps visualise
the flow view of production by associating tasks with the physical locations on the
project and by depicting them as being continuously performed across the duration of
the project. This highlights problems such as discontinuity and clashes between
activities, and also partially helps perceive the flow of information and resources
while performing planning operations. Recently, Seppanen (2009) has attempted to
improve the location based planning tools and their processes. Some recent case
studies have reported successful implementation of software systems that support the
Line of Balance method (Kala et al., 2010; Kala et al., 2012). Such systems perform
better in situations where repetitive work is being performed and it demands
relatively higher effort in initial production system design. However, these solutions
still do not address the information push to the field and communication pull back to
the system to support real-time production control and may benefit from solutions put
forward by this research.
The paper begins by describing the importance of information flows in
construction, and the main problems in achieving it. Mapping of main information
flows for production related information is then provided, followed by the proposed
communication framework. Finally, two scenarios describing the implementation of
proposed framework is provided followed by conclusions.
IMPORTANCE OF INFORMATION FLOWS IN CONSTRUCTION
An efficient production management system relies on accurate and timely information
availability. There are many information flows that need to be managed for an
efficient production management system. Caldas and Soibelman (2002) mention that
information flows about directives, criteria, prerequisites, availability, commitment
and resources are essential to production control and work structuring. Soibelman and
Kim (2002) mention that in a fragmented and dynamic environment such as
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construction, the integration and exchange of information between various
organisational information systems and sources is crucial for efficient process
management. Ballard (Ballard, 2000) provides the seven pre-requisite or constraints
when planning or scheduling a task within the Last Planner™ system.
Cheng et al (2013) claim that the use of information and tracking technologies can
be beneficial to lean processes, especially when applied to improve the information
flow. Caldas and Soiberlman (2002) claim that the current information management
systems are mostly “push” based and only release information based on demand as
opposed to “pull” systems, which release information based on system status or event
occurrence.
From an opposite perspective, in production management one of the key
contributors to improving workflow reliability has been the application of lean
construction techniques, especially the comparison between ongoing review of
production performance measurement such as the Percentage Plan Complete (PPC)
(Abdelhamid et al, 2010).
PROBLEMS OF INFORMATION FLOWS IN CONSTRUCTION
As mentioned above, in the Last Planner System™, one of the most important aspect
is the “make ready” process, which is a function of the medium term planning (often
called look-ahead planning). However, there is currently no mechanism to track or
anticipate the impact of identified constraints on workflow reliability before the
execution week or even until the Performance Plan Complete (PPC) is measured
(Abdelhamid et al, 2010). Additionally, the tracking of constraints availability is quite
hard as the information related to their current status is not aggregated or
synchronised by any function or a system (Dave et al, 2010).
Confirming the above view, Formoso and Isatto (2008) describe the main flaws in
production management (from an information management perspective) as following:
1. Production management and planning is interpreted simply as preparing a
Gantt chart and not much effort is made to synchronise accurate project
information (Laufer and Tucker, 1987), which is made even more difficult due
to several organisations involved in a single project, where in most cases each
stakeholder uses their own information systems.
2. There is a general lack of formal systems dedicated to the control aspect in
production management, where it usually depends on verbal exchanges
between site teams and supervisors/managers (Formoso, 1991).
3. Many construction companies tend to emphasise the control related to global
project aims, and fulfilment of contracts, rather than production control. In
this context, spotting problems in the production system and defining
corrective lines of action often become problematic (Ballard and Howell,
1997).
4. Traditionally, information systems are implemented in an isolated fashion
where they are not integrated with other internal or external systems.
5. Due to some of the problems outlined above, such as a lack of a systematic
approach to synchronise and present production information and also due to
the “T” based approach in management, most construction managers rely on
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their own experience, intuition to take decisions leading to further uncertainty
(Lantelme and Formoso, 2000).
Navon and Sacks (2007) also criticise the monitoring systems in construction industry
as slow due to; a) dynamic project systems for construction product delivery; b) adhoc organisation of disparate companies with limited or no long term working
relations; c) and the control processes relying on manual data processing methods,
which are, slow, inaccurate and expensive.
The above indicates that although managing information flow (and management)
is significantly important from production management perspective in construction,
there are still a number of problems/challenged that need to be overcome.
MONITORING AND CONTROLLING PRODUCTION IN CONSTRUCTION – MAPPING THE
IMPORTANT EXCHANGES
Howell and Ballard (1996) provide an overview of workflow control on construction
projects from a lean perspective as shown in Figure . According to the authors, the
planning function provides directions to the governing execution (construction)
processes, while controls provide measurement of conformance to directives and in
turn provide input for future planning. The authors emphasise the role of information
availability to the planning and control processes and mention that the project teams
can better predict the reliability of the planning process if the information upstream is
available.

Figure 1: Relationships between planning and control (Howell and Ballard, 1996)
From this perspective, there are two types of information flows that are important
from production management perspective as shown in Figure . Information flows
needed to efficiently carry out long, medium and short term planning activities
(shown in green), and information flows needed to efficiently execute and control
production in the field (shown in blue). There is also an information flow loop
connecting the control operations to the planning operations.
The information needed for both these aspects may reside in the same or different
information systems (e.g., in a production management system, Enterprise Resource
Planning system, procurement system) however they may be consumed in different
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contexts and environments. While long, medium and short term planning activities
occur in the site office, where access to desktop computers with large size projectors
or displays may be available, the execution and control processes occur in the field
where use of mobile devices may be more suitable. Table outlines the information
requirements from production planning and control perspective.
Table 1 Information Sources for Production Management
Constraint

Information system

Remarks

Material

Estimating, Inventory, Procurement

Mostly handled by ERP type
applications, which handle purchase
requisitions, purchase orders and
supplier management

Equipment

Asset management, resource
booking, plant hire (externally)

Possibly through ERP systems

Manpower

Human Resource Management,
Subcontractor’s payroll, ad-hoc

In most cases ad-hoc site based
communication

Space

Project Plans, Drawings and
Building Information Models

Currently no systems cater to the
need of space management for
project execution

Individual or merged design models
(BIM, i.e. Architectural, Structural,
Specifications
MEP), Drawings, Tendering and
Estimating, building regulations
such as local or national authorities
Design/

BIM systems and Tendering and
Estimation systems. Project
extranets.

Predecessor

A production management system

Currently an ad-hoc verbal
communication system, or through
the Last Planner™ collaborative
“huddle” meetings

External
conditions

Weather forecast engines, safety
management system

These are indicative/predictive
systems, but their integration to the
production system at the task level
may still be beneficial.

Recently, researchers have attempted to develop production management systems
such as VisiLean (Dave, 2013) and KanBIM (Sacks et al., 2010) that addresses some
of the requirements raised above. Both systems address the aspect of lean production
management workflow while being integrated with the product model (Building
Information Model) in a visual way. While both systems help realise production
management at site, the problems of communication between heterogeneous
information sources remains to be tackled. From this perspective, this paper aims to
suggest a communication platform for a production management system such as
VisiLean and beyond.
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Also, even though these production management systems are supporting sitebased processes, there are still gaps between actual field based processes (i.e. actual
construction processes and associated field based activities) and site-office based
processes. It can be argued that the need for a communication system or a platform
should address the end-to-end construction process, from head office to the site office
to the field, with feedback loops to each other, as depicted in Figure 2. The following
sections outline the information requirements and exchange in communication
between important production processes.

Head office

Site office

•Top level
directives
•Monitoring and
control

•Medium/short
term planning
•Resource
Monitoring and
management

Field
•Execution of work
•Real-time monitoring and
reporting of resources and
production status

Figure 2: Communication loop between different locations in a project
COMMUNICATION FRAMEWORK FOR PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
The design of high abstraction-level communication interfaces is a strong requirement
in production management to increase information integration and interoperability
among all building stakeholders and devices used in the field. Indeed, such interfaces
play a major role in integrating varied groups of stand-alone applications and systems
to form a common construction management system, an example of which can be
found in modern intelligent buildings (Nguyen, 2013). In this regard, very few
attempts have been made to propose Messaging Interface standards that provide the
kind of inter-organizational information exchange needed for production management.
Two relevant proposals have been identified in our research, oBIX (Open Building
Information Exchange) (MacKenzie, 2006) and QLM (Quantum Lifecycle
Management) messaging standards (Framling, 2013). This paper does not describe in
detail such standards but previous research showed that QLM (Kubler et al., 2014)
provides a larger number of standardized interfaces or, at least, more flexible
communication interfaces that enable high-level system integration.
QLM messaging standards provide the necessary interfaces and operations to
enable any actor and system to communicate with each other, regardless of the device,
technology and data model used by the application. Figure 3 illustrates such an
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Control, Field
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Production Maanagement “Apps” annd other ex
xternal systems. Ultim
mately, QLM
M is
inteended to inteegrate all ty
ypes of systtems, appliccations, and people intoo a single en
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pe of
infoormation wiith each other in a comp
mprehensiblee form.
In the QL
LM world, communicaation between QLM nodes is ddone by using
u
inteerfaces definned in QLM
M-MI. A ddefining chaaracteristic of QLM-M
MI is that QLM
Q
noddes may acct both as a “server” and as a “client”,
“
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nd thereforee communiicate
direectly with each
e
other or
o with backk-end serveers in a peeer-to-peer m
manner. Typ
pical
exam
mples of exchanged
e
data are ssensor read
dings, lifecycle eventss, requests for
histtorical data, notification
ns, etc. Thee main properties of QL
LM are listeed in (Framlling,
2013), among which the subscriptioon mechanissm is a corrnerstone off that stand
dard.
Twoo types of subscription
s
ns can be peerformed, a)
a subscription with caallback addrress:
the subscribed data is sentt to the callbback addresss at the req
quested interrval. Two ty
ypes
of iintervals caan be defineed: intervaal-based or event-based; b) subsccription without
calllback addreess: the dataa is memoriized on the subscribed QLM nodee as long ass the
subscription iss valid. Thee memorizeed information can be retrieved ((i.e., polled
d) by
issuuing a new QLM
Q
read query
q
by inddicating thee ID of the subscription
s
n.

Figure 3: A schematicc diagram of
o the proposed system
AS
SCENARIO
O WITH TH
HE PROPO
OSED SYS
STEM
In this sectionn, a scenaario relyingg on the system
s
previously deescribed (i.e. a
com
mbination of
o a field prroduction m
managemen
nt applicatio
on whose ccommunicattions
are handled by
b the QLM
M messaginng standard
ds) is prop
posed. In thhis scenario, a
maggnetic boardd, a fixed caamera linkeed to a low powered
p
computer (Raaspberry Pi)) and
imaage recogniition enginee is used iin conjuncttion with a productioon managem
ment
systtem to tracck productiion status. The key actors
a
involved in thiis scenario are
desccribed in Table
T
2 Key
y actors invvolved in the
t scenario
o and Figurre 4 detailss the
worrkflow/proccess related to the propoosed system
m:
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• The process starts once the collaborative weekly planning process is concluded
(see Figure 4). The main function of the weekly planning session is to select
constraint free tasks for execution and (for the team) to make commitments to
each other that they will execute the tasks in the decided sequence. The result
will be a list of tasks for execution for each foreman.
• Following the weekly planning process, each task foreman will list their
respective tasks on the magnetic chart. Each task will have a unique identifier
(task_id) that helps identifying the task in the production management system.
Each location on the project will have one or more magnetic boards
(depending on the task list) and the tasks will be listed as columns whereas the
days will be listed as rows.
• Once the magnetic board is setup, the project team will use it to update the
status of the task as appropriate.
• As shown in the workflow in Figure 4, once the task starts, the foreman will
put the yellow triangle symbol against it to indicate “work in progress”.
• If there are problems emerging during the task, for example, material or labour
shortages, equipment breakdown, etc., the foreman will update the task status
with the “stop” (red octagon) symbol to mark work stoppage. This symbol can
also be used to indicate imminent problems even before they occur.
• If there are no further problems, and if the task is completed as planned, the
foreman will update the status on board as “complete” with the green
checkbox symbol.
• Following the final quality check by the QC engineer, the task will be updated
with the “QC approved” symbol.
Table 2 Key actors involved in the scenario
Key Actors

Role in the Scenario

Project manager

Wants to have an overview of the process. Reacts to problems.
Subscribes to certain tasks depending on their criticality
Responsible for preparing the magnetic charts with the tasks. These
tasks are generated following the Last Planner Weekly planning
session from the weekly planning module of the production
management system.
Responsible for managing individual tasks on the status boards.
Updates the status of individual task when needed.

Foreman/
Site manager/
Last Planner
Workers/
Task Manager
Subcontractor
manager

Quality manager

Safety manager
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Responsible for their own work packages. Also reacts to problems
according to the tasks status that he/she is responsible for.
Subscribes to his/her tasks, and gets a notification for the task status
connected to his/her work package.
Responsible for checking the quality of each task after they are
complete. Gets a notification automatically for the tasks under his/her
supervision once they are complete. Checks the tasks and then
updates the status on the board accordingly.
Only responds to issues that are related to safety. If the task status
has changed to indicate a safety related problem, receives a
notification.
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Figu
ure 4: Workkflow depictting the scen
nario
A camera connnected to a device
d
(Rasspberry Pi in
n our scenarrio) as depiccted in Figu
ure 5
t
magnettic board every
e
10 minutes.
m
Thhe system will
willl take a picture of the
autoomatically interpret
i
th
he picture aand identify
y appropriatte status froom the list (i.e.
starrted, stopped, completeed and QC checked). With
W each update
u
in thhe status off the
taskk, the comm
munication infrastructuure (relying
g on the QLM messagging standaards)
willl update thee productio
on managem
ment system
m or any otther actor w
who subscrribed
befoorehand to such inforrmation. A list of pottential subsscribers is pprovided as an
exam
mple in thhe workflow
w (see Figgure 4), ho
owever this list is noot meant to
o be
exhhaustive andd any mem
mber of the team can initiate
i
or cancel
c
in “rreal-time” (i.e.,
wheen the persoon deems itt appropriatte) a subscrription to a task or othher informaation
exchhanged in the project/platform. Figure 5 gives insig
ght into a Q
QLM respo
onse
gennerated in thhis scenario. This respoonse relies on a simplee ontology, specified using
u
XM
ML schema, which is geeneric enoug
ugh for repreesenting “an
ny” object aand informaation
needed for info
formation ex
xchange in the applicaation. The ontology
o
is structured as a
hierrarchy withh an “Objeects” elemeent as its top elementt, which caan contain any
num
mber of “Obbject" sub-eelements. Inn our exam
mple, a uniqu
ue object oof type Taskk_01
(seee row~5 off the XML message) iis considered. “Objectt” elementss can have any
num
mber of prooperties called InfoItem
m(s), as weell as “Object” sub-ellements. In our
exam
mple, we forward
fo
the values relaated to Taskk_01 that have been up
updated, nam
mely
thatt work relatted to Task_
_01 that shoould be finisshed on Weednesday haas been checcked
andd validated by the foreeman (see rrow 8-10 in the XML
L message) and that work
w
relaated to Taskk_01 that sh
hould be caarried out on
o Thursday
y have beenn achieved (see
row
w 8-10 in thhe XML message). Thhe next step
p related to
o Task_01 iis its validaation
(Thhursday). Thhe resulting Object treee can contain
n any numb
ber of levelss.
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Figuree 5: Using A Magnettic Board to
t Track Production Status
This QLM response is deescribed as a simple example, bu
ut more com
mplex scenaarios
withh more com
mplex data sttructures coould be defined.
CO
ONCLUSIO
ONS
Mannaging infoormation flow within production
n managem
ment is one of the criitical
aspeects that afffects the effficiency off the wholee project. Most
M
organiizations aree not
satisfied with their curren
nt level of data integrration and interoperabi
i
ility with other
o
parttners and syystems. This can be paartly explain
ned by the fact
f that com
mpanies do
o not
impplement Messaging
M
Interface
I
sstandards that
t
provid
de high-levvel abstracction
com
mmunicationn interfacess. Communiication infrastructures and applicaations are often
o
desiigned domaain- or ven
ndor-specificc, which hinders the inter-operattion inside and
outsside the orgganization. It is a facct today thaat without an appropri
riate Messaging
Inteerface protoocol as foun
ndation of a productio
on managem
ment system
m, organizattions
willl not be abble to evolve to meett the new business neeeds. The m
main emerrgent
bennefits of thee proposed
d system seeem to be improved informationn flow with
hout
addditional burddens on worrkers (in uppdating inforrmation). Also
A the aliggnment betw
ween
the planning and control operations is improved, and the system alsoo supports “one
“
piecce flow” leean principle from com
mmunication perspective as the bbatch updatte of
infoormation is done away with.
The propossed framewo
ork aims to address exp
plicit or desscriptive infformation fllows
withhin the prooduction management
m
system. However,
H
th
here is an opportunity
y to
adddress moree “softer” language/aaction type of info
ormation ittems such
h as
com
mmitments and
a requests between w
workers. Fu
uture researcch in this frramework could
be ddedicated too this area.
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